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■ Luke Hearn laments the
loss of one special mouse
■ Jeffrey Fry suggests ways
to super-size the war effort

GSU receives $667,741 gift for scholarships
Special to the G-A

Georgia Southern has received
a gift totaling $677,741 from the
estate of the late Mrs. Perrin C.
Eidson, the widow offormer GSU
President John Olin Eidson.
The donation will become
a part of the John Olin Eidson
Scholarship endowment, which
funds scholarships for students in
the University Honors Program.
Mrs. Eidson had previously given

approximately $133,000 to the
endowment, which now totals
$845,598.
The John Olin Eidson Scholarship endowment can now support
approximately $42,000 in annual
scholarship money, or 84 individual $500 scholarships.
Eidson was president of GSU
from 1968 to 1971. The John
Eidson Alumni House is named
for him.

Recent alarming news
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-Harvard University
this year hired a recent graduate as a
full-time promoterand coordinator of
social activities, apparently because so
many at the school are too busy to relax. According to Associate Dean Judith
Kidd, "[T]he kids work very, very hard
here. Andtheyworked very, very hard...
to get here.They arrived needing help
having fun." (By contrast, two weeks
later, a police raid in Durham, N.C.,
turned up 200 noisy Duke University
students, many of them bikini-clad
women, wrestling in a plastic pool of
baby oil in the basement of afraternity
house, apparently inspired byascene
from the movie "Old School.")
More OIA on
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• See Fall 2004 and Jan. 2005
Judicial Affairs report
• School seek donations
from undergrad students

By Nicole Burgess

The shelves stand empty and the clearance signs say it all. Soon Food Lion in
Statesboro will be no more.
The Food Lion store located on Fair
Road in Statesboro has changed ownership and will be reopened as Harveys.
All of the produce and refrigerated sections are already empty, and the sales are
helping to clear nonperishable products
off the shelves.
Some employees are in favor of the
changes, while others are upset over
the sudden changes. Customer service
representative Diane Smith said, "Changing Food Lion's name to Harveys will
strengthen its performance and eliminate
any direct competition between the two."
According to Diane, more Statesboro
residents are familiar with the Harveys
name than Food Lion.
Georgia Southern students bring
lots of revenue to grocery stores all over
Statesboro, and their perception of the
change will determine Harveys future.
Sophomore Katherine Harris said, "I
don't like Food Lion in the first place,
and I've never heard of Harveys, but I
definitely want to see what Harveys will
look like once the change is made."
Some changes in policy will take place,
but most Food Lion employees will be
offered a position at Harveys. The Food
See HARVEYS, page 2
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Mrs. Eidson's gift is part of
GSU's major capital fund-raising campaign. The Campaign
for National Distinction was
officially launched in October
2004 and has a goal of raising
$40 million from private sources
for use in scholarships, eminent
scholar chairs, faculty excellence
programs, graduate assistantships and fellowships and other The late Eidson and his late
projects.
wife, Perrin

Goodbye Food Lion...
Nicoleburgess01@yahoo.com
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"This is a very generous gift
from Mrs. Eidson to honor
the memory of her husband,"
said President Bruce Grube. "It
will go a long way to help GSU
honor students pursue their
education."
In addition to the cash gift,
Mrs. Eidson also donated several
pieces of art and furniture worth
several thousand dollars to the
university.

Body of local
woman found

...Hello Harveys

David Caselli/STAFF
Empty shelves at Food Lion show the store's efforts to move stock before changing their name
to Harveys, grocery chain based mainly in the Southeast and owned by the same company as
Food Lion.

Associated Press

THUNDERBOLT- Preliminary
autopsy results indicate that a body
pulled from the Wilmington River
was that of a Thunderbolt woman
who's been missing for two weeks.
Cindy Lynch, a 42-year-old
beautician,
was last seen
around 11
p.m. on Jan.
18 in the
parking lot
of the Thunderbolt MaCindy Lynch
rina, where
she had been
living with her husband aboard
their yacht.
Divers pulled a body out of the
water about 30 yards from the yacht
around 7:40 p.m. Monday, after a
man spotted it at the bottom of the
river while on his sonar boat.
Bill Butterworth of the Thunderbolt Police Department said the
body closely matched a description
of Lynch and "probably is her."
A preliminary autopsy conducted Tuesday indicated that
Lynch's death "was consistent with
an accidental death due to drowning," Butterworth said, adding that
superficial bruises found on the
body suggested she fell off the boat
into the frigid waters.
See LYNCH, page 2

Be on F.I.R.E with INSPIRE Former crematory

"Reasonable people adaptthemselves to the world. Unreasonable
' people attempt to adapt the
world to themselves. All progress,
therefore, depends on unreaj sonible people.
- George Bernard Shaw
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ByTameraBush

tamera_d_bush@georgiasouthern.edu

Students will have a chance to be
on F.I.R.E. with INSPIRES third annual Spring Leadership Conference
taking place Saturday, Feb. 19.
Student Leadership advisor and
conference coordinator Theresa
Novotny hopes to have about 100
students, which is what they had
last year.
"It would be nice to see it increase
to around 200 participants. The more
students in attendance the more networking they can do," Novotny said.
She says Georgia Southern gets
about the same quantity of participants as The University of Georgia
and The University of Southern
California.
Students will learn through a
series of educational programs about
officer transition, team building,
privacy rights, using the media and a
number of other things. It starts in the
ballroom but will spread throughout
the Union. The conference breaks up
into seven parts and includes lunch.

Crystal Clark, a senior Public
Relations major, attended last year's
conference. She said she would
recommend the conference to other
students.
Novotny says the conference
enables participants to start thinking
about leadership in a broader sense,
and to take an active part in their own
personal development.
"Students will get to mix and
mingle with each other and network,"
she said.
Most importantly, participants
should have fun. After all, F.I.R.E.
stands for Finding Involvement
Rewarding and Exciting.
The keynote speaker is Robert
Jepson, who is chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Jepson
Associates Inc., in Savannah. He is
also the namesake of a leadership
school at the University of Richmond.
He will speak about servant leadership
and helping others. Novotny says he
is phenomenal and the participants
will enjoy it.
The conference was organized by
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INSPIRE student leadership consultants. Members are upperclassmen
with leadership experience and a
minimum GPA of 2.75 or higher.
They also plan leadership week and
the Leadership 101 Series, among
other things.
The conference is non-profit
and the costs go to organizing fees.
Students can register by going to the
Student Leadership Center in the
Russell Union room 2022 or ihey can
download a registration form from
the website
The cost is $20 for one person and
$15 for two or more people that sign
up together. Anyone and everyone
are welcome to attend, including
non-students and especially those
in new leadership roles. Early registration ends Feb. 4, so hurry up and
register today. For more information,
visit their website at http:/'/'students.
georgiasouthern.edu/leadership/inspire2005.htm.
Student organization leaders
and future leaders are encouraged
to attend.

'ISUITANTS

Williams Center

operator gets 12 years

By Harry R.Weber

Associated Press

LaFAYETTE - They came far
from and wide hoping to hear a
former crematory operator explain why he dumped 334 bodies
and passed off cement dust as the
remains of the dead. They didn't
get an answer.
Nearly two dozen relatives
of people whose bodies were
discarded at the Tri-State Crematory in rural Noble testified at
Monday's sentencing hearing for
Ray Brent Marsh. Some haven't
been able to sleep; others still have
nightmares. All wanted to know
why Marsh did what he did.

"How would you feel if your
daughter was treated in that fashion?" Joe Oden of Chattanooga,
Tenn., whose wife was supposed
to be cremated at Tri-State, asked
Marsh. "You'd feel the same as
these people."
Oden asked the question that
was repeated over and over again
during six hours of emotional
victim-impact statements.
"Why did you do this when you
had so many other options?" Oden
asked Marsh, who was an intelligent and popular football player
in high school and college.
Marsh, as he did when he
See CREMATORY, page 2

AP Photo/Ric Feld
Ray Brent Marsh is sworn in by his attorney, Ken Poston, before
being is asked a question by the judge during sentencing proceedings in Walker County Court in LaFayette, Ga., on Monday. Agreeing
with the terms of a plea deal, Judge James Bodiford sentenced
Marsh to 12 years in prison followed by a lengthy probation and
a $20,000 fine.
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Office of Tudicial Affairs

Activity Log for Fall 2004
# in Violation
Violation

Academic Dishonesty
Alcoholic Beverages
Assault
Damage Property
Deception
Disorderly Conduct
Drugs
Failure to Comply
Harassment/Threats
Joint Responsibility
Sexual Assault
Sexual Communication
Sexual Misconduct
Theft
Unauthorized Entry
Unauthorized Use
University Housing Regulations
Violation of the Law
Weapons & Firearms
Total Violations

62
180
15
5
26
18
25
12
3
2
1
1
1
16
6
4
1
4
2
385

By Samira Jafari

Associated Press

Activity Log for January 2005
# in Violation
Violation

Academic Dishonesty
Alcoholic Beverages
Assault
Damage Property
Deception
Disorderly Conduct
Drugs
Fire Safety
Harassment/Threats
Theft
Unauthorized Entry
University Housing Regulations
Violation of the Law
Weapons & Firearms
Total Violations

Public colleges begin to shift
focus to undergradute donors

9
18
6
1
4
1
7
1
1
2
1
1
7
5
64

TUSCALOOS A, Ala. - Leon Harris pays for his college education on
his own. He's drowning in student
loans, he's between part-time jobs
and his dorm room just got more
expensive.
Yet on a recent afternoon, the
University of Alabama sophomore
came face to face with a banner asking
him to donate money to the university
as part of a newly launched, student
capital campaign.
"I don't have any money to give.
I give them a lot of money already,"
Harris said.
Public universities traditionally
have not solicited their undergraduates for donations - Alabama hasn't
asked since 1922. But faced with
state budget cuts and the need to
remain competitive, schools around
the country are beginning to focus
on students as young as freshmen
and sophomores as prime targets for
fund raising.
"Very clearly there is a trend and
the trend has been going on for a
couple of decades," said John Taylor
of Durham, N.C., a higher education
consultant who specializes in annual
giving.

At California State Polytechnic
University at Pomona, undergraduates have been giving to a studentsonly fund, established in 1998,
that's used for scholarships. Several
schools, including the University
of Georgia, have solicited seniors
to donate typically $35-$50 for the
betterment of the campus. At Auburn
University, a few individual colleges
within the university are asking students to make contributions in the
amountoftheirclassyear-$20.04for
2004, $20.05 for 2005 and so on.
Some students, such as Alabama
senior Glen Gregory, say it's too soon
to be asked to give, even if it's only
a small amount - the cost of a cup of
coffee, perhaps.
Philanthropy observers aren't sure
how many public universities have
launched student capital campaigns,
but believe the campaigns reflect
what private institutions have done
for some time.
"It's probably been going on in
private institutions for a number
of years, largely because private
schools have been more dependent
on philanthropy," said Tim Seiler,
director of the fund-raising school at
the Center for Philanthropy at Indiana
University.

CREMATORY, FROM PAGE

We're looking for new writers!
If you're interested in writing for The George-Anne, send us an e-mail
at ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu, give us a call at 912-681 -5246, or
drop by our office, located in room 2023 in the Williams Cener.

pleaded guilty in November, chose not
to explain himself.
As victims' relatives - some from
as far away as Indiana and Michigan
- testified, Marsh sat silent. Other than
nodding at times during the testimony,
he stared straight ahead and only occasionally swallowed.
After all the relatives had the opportunity to speak, Marsh stood up,
looked at the family members and
apologized.

"There is a growing need for
private donations because of evolution of government funding," he.
continued.
States are facing tough economic
times, with legislative appropriations
increasingly earmarked for faculty
pay raises and rising health care costs.
That leaves universities to come up
with money for building and expansion themselves, typically through
private donors and tuition hikes.
Of Alabama's 16 four-year colleges, half have increased tuition by
at least 33 percent over the past four
years. Nationwide, tuition climbed
10.5 percent at public four-year colleges last year.
But university officials insist that
tapping undergraduates for donations
isn'tjustaboutthe money. "It's about
establishing a firm tradition of giving," said Graham Smith, coordinator
of Alabama's student campaign.
The theory is that if students get
in the habit of donating a couple of
dollars each year as undergraduates,
then giving as alumni will be almost
second nature. It also serves as fuel
for more traditional capital campaigns
that target older alumni, the idea
being, "If a freshman can donate, so
can a working professional." Plus,

it teaches students the true value
of their education - "what it really
costs to run this gigantic machine,"
Smith said.
To drive the point home, campaigners have decided not to add new
mandatory costs but to encourage
students to donate voluntarily.
"It wouldn't feel like a contribution if it was mandatory," said Allie
Esslinger, an Alabama junior who is
serving as the student director of the
campaign.
Though hard numbers aren' t available, it seems undergraduates who
are scholarship recipients are more
willing to donate to universities if the
money goes toward scholarships.
Freshmen Matt Clay and Justin
Headley both attend Alabama on
academic scholarships and look to
their parents for spending money.
Even though they are still "scraping
by," they say they will give to the
student campaign because it's going
to help another student.
"Of course, we're college students
and we don't have that much money,
but I think we can contribute a small
amount," Clay said.
"If we can see the results, like see a
kid get a scholarship, then we'll want
to give more," Headley said.

agreed to the same 12-year prison
sentence, which is to run concurrently
with the Georgia sentence.
Relatives have reached an $80
million civil settlement with Marsh,
though it is unclear how much of that
will ever be paid.
A lawsuit against funeral homes
that sent bodies to Marsh's crematory
was settled for $36 million, and much
of that has been paid.
Some relatives, including Randall

Jensen, of Boaz, Ala., said they agreed *
with the prison sentence.
But others said the 12-year prison
sentence was not nearly enough.
,
"This man needs to be punished
and get a sentence that reflects 787
felonies," said Julie Kinder, of Hixson, Tenn., whose father was taken
to Marsh's crematory. "I heard you
blame your father for what you did.
That is shameful. You're a sicko in
my opinion."

I

Agreeing with the terms of a plea
deal, Bodiford sentenced Marsh to 12
years in prison followed by a lengthy
probation and a $20,000 fine. He will
get credit for the nearly eight months
already served in jail.
Under a plea deal announced in
November, Marsh pleaded guilty to
787 counts of theft, abuse of a corpse,
burial service fraud and making false
statements. He has also pleaded guilty
to related charges in Tennessee and
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Now leasing at Statesboro Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Statesboro Place offers
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Clubhouse
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Resident activities
• Tennis courts
• Sand volleyball
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.StatesboroPlace.com

FROM.

PAGE 1
The initial conclusions seemedto clear her husband, Chet Lynch,
after Cindy Lynch's relatives had told
police the couple was having marital
problems and were arguing the night
of the disappearance.
But Chet Lynch's lawyer, Bill Bell,
said Cindy Lynch had an alcohol
problem. Bell said the woman could
have slipped into the water because
she was intoxicated.
Butterworth said further tests
would be conducted to confirm
Tuesday's findings.

HARVEYS, FROM
PAGE 1

...submit to our demands!
We are now accepting submissions for the Spring edition of
Miscellany. There will be no theme, so give us everything you have!
We will gladly take poetry, essays, short stories, one-act plays, comics, paintings,
draftings, photography, sculpture, mixed media, love letters, and cheesecake!

Submission information is available
in the Williams Center, Room 2009.
The deadline for submissions is
Monday, February 21st, 2005.
aiisctnag@georgiasouthem.edu
Miscellany Magazine of the Arts - 912-681-0S65 • P0 Box 8001 - Statesboro. GA 30460
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Lion MVP card will no longer be accepted, but prices will be equally low
for each customer.
Harveys started as a family owned
grocery store in 1950 and has grown
to have a larger customer base in
Southern Georgia and Northern
Florida than Food Lion does.
Both Food Lion and Harveys are
owned by the Delhaize Group, which
is a food retailer that operates out of
Belgium in 10 countries. The Delhaize
Group was founded in Belgium in
1867.
Harveys has 55 stores in Southern Georgia and Northern Florida,
and they are currently adding 14
more locations, including the one in
Statesboro.

Savannah's #1 Japanese Resturant
wJn4latesboro!H

/. f

iTI Statesboro Place
1699 Statesboro Place Circle
Statesboro, GA 30458
912.681.2696
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FANTASY

715 Northside Drive East in Southern Square Center • Next to K-Mart
Jr. Chicken Bowl $2.95
Jr. Shrimp Bowl $3.65
Chicken Bowl $4.25
Shrimp Bowl
$5.25
Shrimp/Chicken $5.50

We Can Quickly Make Your Favorite Dish,
So You Get In and Out in a Hurry
Mibachl Steak • Shrimp Tempura
Terlyakl Chicken Sf Shrimp
Sushi • Salads • Appetizers and Much More...
Dine Inior Carry Out

912-764-5150

.lours: 11 AM - 9 PM 7 Days A Week

fax 91

WWW

764-5655
iHapan.com
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Statesboro at
SoMkera Square ihtflaa!
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Only in America
Buffalo roams
dressing rooms

RAPID CITY, S.D. — A buffalo that
escaped from an auction ended up
in a dressing room at the Rushmore
Plaza Civic Center.
The buffalo jumped over a steel
panel during the Black Hills Stock
Show & Rodeo on Sunday morning,
went down an alley and got into
the dressing
room, said
Brian Maliske,
the civic center's general
South Dakota
manager.
The crew conducting the Black
Hills Classic Buffalo Sale decided to
keep the animal locked in the dressing room for the rest of the auction.
During itstwohourstay, it reportedly
became fascinated with its image in
the big mirror.
Once the sale ended, a rodeo
crew member coaxed the buffalo
out of the dressing room and back
into captivity.

Thief makes off
with trash can
MARTINSBURG, W.V. — Police are
looking for a tidy thief.
Aman who brokeintoagas station
1
and conveJ
nience store
^^8 |^M% Wednesday
jfl
^^
night took
tM
^f^
thetrashcan
^B
when he left,
T^r- • •
West Virginia

sa|

d Lt. K.C.

Bohrerofthe

Berkeley County Sheriff's Department.
Surveillance cameras in ROC'sgas
station show the man entering the
rear of the store, then stealing cash,
cartons of cigarettes, soda and the
trash can, Bohrer said.

Car stolen three
times in six days
BISMARCK, N.D. — A man here
owns one hot car. Police said the
dark purple Ford was stolen three
times in six days.
Lt. Mike Wardzinski said the car
was first reported stolen on Jan. 20.
It was found
and towed
back to the
man's house
early Tues-

North Dakota

day, only to

disappear a few hours later. It was
found later in the day.
The car was stolen again on
Wednesday. Police recovered the
vehicle the next day.
Wardzinski said there were no
keys inside the car and the doors
were locked each time the car was
stolen.
Wardzinski said it appears someone else has a set of keys to the
car.

Man drops bags of
flour from airplane
MESA, Az. — A man could face
charges for dropping bags of flour
from an airplane as he flew over a
campground on theTonto National
Forest, authorities said.
The man, whose identity wasn't
released, flew a.
plane out of Deer
Valley Airport and
dropped sacks of
white powder as
a prank on friends
who were playing
Arizona
paintball.
Some plastic bags broke before
reaching the ground, while others
landed intact.
Forest rangers evacuated the
campground after seeing the drop

around noon Sunday and contacted
the Maricopa County Sheriff's Office.
The paintball players later explained thattheirfriend had dropped
flour bags as a joke.

Prisoner's blanket
causes sewage flood
KALISPELL, Mt.—Working conditions in the Flathead Justice Center
deteriorated rapidly Sunday when
raw sewage began coursing through
the main floor and seeping into the
basement, an official said.
The culprit was a male prisoner at
the county
detention
center who
flushed a
blanket
Montana
down a jail
toilet sometime before noon.
Professional cleaners were called
in and most of the mess was cleaned
up by late afternoon.
Hutton said it would be up to the
county attorney to file charges, but
the incident was logged as felony
criminal mischief.

Man uses tattoos as
advertisements
NEWYORK, N.Y.—Old schooLThe
body is a temple.
The Next Big Thing, according to
31-year-old JoeTamargo:The body
is a billboard.
Tamargo,whorunsaWebsiteLivingAdSpace.com, has started a new
enterprise, selling advertiserstheop-
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portunity to

permanently
tattoo their
messages on
his body.
Two advertjsers eamed

spotson his rightarm-andputa little
more than $1,000 in his pocket. A
California pharmaceutical company
last week posted an ad for pilldaddy.
comfor$500.OnThursday,Tamargo
earned $510 to have "Save Martha!
It's a good thing. SaveMartha.com"
permanently etched farther down
the same arm.
Other people have sold their bodies for temporary tattoo messages.
Tamargo claims to be the only one
agreeing to be etched with a permanent message.

Owner auctioning
drive-thru strip club
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — The owner
of what's billed as the world's only
drive-thru strip club is selling it on
the Internet. Bidding for the Climax Gentleman's Club opened at
$299,000 this week on the auction
site eBay.
Nick Fratangelo said the club's
been a fun run, but it's time to
cash in.
The drive-through club opened
in Salem
Township,
Westmoreland County,about20
Pennsylvania
mMes east
of Pittsburgh, in spring 2000 and
soon drew worldwide attention.
Despite the publicity, no one
else has stepped forward claiming
another such club, said Fratangelo,
who was surprised there have been
no imitators.
For $10, a driver can watch from
the car as a nude woman dances
from inside an enclosed booth (so
there can't be any grabbing and for
temperature control). Carloads of
two or more people pay $20.
"You're alwaysguaranteed at least
one minute. But we're very flexible,"
he said. "It depends on how many
cars are backed up behind you."
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National News Briefs

Helms tells supporters he fears Clinton will run UN

CHARLOTTE, N.C - Bill Clinton
in charge of the United Nations?
That's the image former U.S. Sen.
Jesse Helms is dangling in front of his
ardent supporters in a letter aimed
at raising money for his senatorial
library.
In the letter, the 83ryear-old
Republican, who left office in 2003
after five terms, worries that the
former president has aspirations to

lead the U.N. after Kofi Annan retires
next year.
"I'm sure you might agree that
putting a left-wing, undisciplined and
ethically challenged former President
of the United States into a position of
such power would be a tragic mistake,"
Helms writes.
A spokesman for Clinton did not
immediately return a call seeking
comment Tuesday and the former

president has said nothing publicly
about wanting to lead the U.N.
Still) Clinton, who often butted
heads with Helms when the archconservative headed the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, remains the
ultimate bogeyman for Helms.
Helms was elected to the Senate in 1972 and went on to became
one of the nation's most prominent
conservatives.

Helms, left, fears Clinton has aspirations to lead the U.N. after Kofi Annan
retires next year.

Bush pushing agenda
Former Abu Ghraib
in State of Union
guard makes plea deal

charges in the Iraqi prison abuse
scandal as part of a deal with prosecutors on the eve of his trial.
Sgt. Javal Davis, 27, also pleaded
guilty to dereliction of duty and
making a false official statement
to Army investigators after pho-

tographs of naked and abused
prisoners were made public last
spring.
Davis, from Roselle, N.J., will
not be tried on two other charges
he had faced: conspiracy and maltreating detainees.

WASHINGTON - President
Bush is ready to challenge Congress to
approve a stack of politically divisive
measures he has proposed before
without success, from major changes
in Social Security to a loosening ofthe
nation's immigration laws.
Bush will go before Congress and
the nation with his annual State of
the Union message Wednesday night
with the lowest approval rating of any
second-term president since Richard
Nixon.
Yet he is in a feisty mood, insisting
that his re-election has given him a
mandate for change and political capital to spend in pursuing his agenda.

Dems want extended
military death pay
WASHINGTON - Democrats
argued Tuesday that President Bush's
proposal to boost government payments to families of U.S. troops killed
in Iraq, Afghanistan and future war
zones should extend to all military
personnel who die on active duty.
Sen. Carl Levin ofMichigan, ranking Democrat on the Armed Services
Committee, said that while he agreed
with Bush's plan to give those families
an extra $250,000, the money should
also "apply to all service members
on active duty" who die and not just
those who die in Pentagon-designated
combat zones.

FORT HOOD, Tx. - A former
Abu Ghraib guard pleaded guilty
Tuesday to battery and two other

yearbook archive
http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu/reflectorarchive/
We've begun archiving old editions of The Reflector yearbook!
Come by our site and see what
the campus looked like 40 years ago!
You can view the covers, "flip-through" the pages
and even download high-resolution images
you can view and print on your computer!
Check back often, as we're adding new editions every day!
'e r> <■>

Reflector Archive
.stij.geofqiasouTliern e

Elephant tramples
circus worker to death
FORT WAYNE, In. - An elephant
being loaded onto a truck trampled
a circus animal trainer to death at
Memorial Coliseum, police said.
Three handlers were loading the
elephant Monday as crews packed up
from this weekend's Shrine Circus,
officials said. Two of the workers left
the trailer and one man stayed behind
to lock the trailer door.
A coliseum employee later saw the
man lying inside a semitrailer with the
elephants and alerted other handlers,
said Victor Hopkins, spokesman for
the Allen County Sheriff's Department. The man was taken to a hospital
and died a few hours later.
Police said they did not know
how many times the elephant stepped
on the man, whose name was not
released.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture is looking into the incident, USDA
spokesman Darby Holladay said.
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Reflector Yearbook Archives
Please keep in mind that this is a VERY rough draft.
Please let us know if you have any questions, suggestions or feedback!
Student Media Home Page ! The George-Anne Archives I Current Issues I GSU Home Page
Click each cover to see a high-res version.
Download the ZIP file lor high-resolution (150 dpi) pages you can view or print trom your computer.
Click the Image Gallery link to "flip through" all of the-pages, of that edition.
Use the arrows or thumbnails at the bottom of the screen to move forward or backward.
We're aware that some of the edges of the pages are cut off; this is a consequence of removing the books from
their bindings so we could scan the pages in our automatic document feeder.
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JAPANESE RESTAURANT

NEW DINNER
MENU!

Best of

cje The Best
Japanese Food

m~vm*\

The B0R0|ft0l0R0

.2004.
Chicken $4.99
Shrimp & Chicken $6.95
Now Open on Sundays
Filet Mignon $7.50
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Hibachi Steak & Chicken $7.99
Hibachi Steak & Shrimp $8.50
489-4007
Across from Winn-Dixie
Now Hiring:
Cook & Dishwasher
After a hard day of worklstudy, come visit us and let us serve you!

Serving Bulloch County for over 7 years. Same location, Independently Owned and Operated
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letters to the editor

■STAR T¥S.\&VN£

A better understanding
The recent headline "Evolution spats betI ;r left to scientists" immediately piqued my
| iterest.in the article.
I was very eager to hear Mr. Thomas' views
n evolution and the canopy of controversy
unrounding the theory. As I read through
ie article I was taken aback by his limited
nderstanding of the theory itself and how
uickly he jumped to a conclusion without
ny factual basis for his argument.
I am a biology major at GSU, taking a class
I n evolution. So I thought I might enlighten
I le misinformed.
The Theory of Evolution is unarguably
rilliant and sound in scientific reason. The
leory of evolution must not be confused
nth what should be termed the hypothesis
f how we came to exist. Let me first explain
j lese concepts.
The theory of evolution can be summed in
I ne word, change. It is the process by which
opulations, species and even environments
hange over time. This metamorphosis is
:ot merely the product of mutation as many
elieve. What truly causes evolution are varinces in the gene flow from generation to
| eneration.
This can be simply understood as natural
I election, which can be explained as the adptation of a species to potentially damaging
I lements in an environment.
An easily understood example would be if
I ou had one black rabbit and one white rabbit

living in a snow covered environment. The
white rabbit would survive because it is better
suited to its environment. This would result in
the passing on of the white rabbits genes and,
thus, a more abundant population of white
rabbits. This all is very scientific.
Unfortunately, the basis for the origin oflife
is completely unfounded. It does not even take
into account the most elementary concepts of
the scientific method. No species has ever been
observed to be evolving into another species.
All species on earth reproduce after their own
kind and, as of yet, no legitimate missing links
have been discovered.
Because there are no records ofspecies morphing into other species, it is not even possible
to begin testing or experimentation. I am aware
that we now have succeeded in conducted
experiments explaining that various parts of
the origin of life through evolution are possible. We must however, remember that these
experiments are conducted in a closed laboratory by an intelligent being, not by chance as
they would have occurred naturally.
Please remember next time that, before
making hasty generalizations, you should recognize that your own beliefs are based on faith
not science, in essence, a scientific myth.

Trey Pitts
Ryan Bates

wpittsl @georgiasouthern.edu
cbates2@georgiasouthern.edu

Election is milestone for Iraqi people
I am writing to respectfully disagree with
I he Jan. 31 editorial, "Can the election process
lie trusted in Iraq?" The editors took the
position that the first true Iraqi elections in
hOO years were perhaps rigged with pawns of
I he Bush administration, and therefore, they
1 wonder just how great of a milestone these
flections are."
There are two issues here that need to be
j tddressed. First, it is not completely far-fetched
I hat the candidates had to meet some form of
lipproval from some United States agency. It
Ivould be careless and counterproductive to
pen give radicals 3 chance to take over the
process at this point.
However, this alleged screening process
I night not have even been necessary, as the IsI amic fundamentalists have made it abundantly
l:lear that they do not agree with the electoral
process in and of itself, nor of those who support it. Theychose instead to target for murder
Ijoth candidates and those who sought to cast
Iheir votes. The course of action chosen by the
Insurgency was not to capture political office,
Irather to violently destroy the process.
Secondly, and most importantly, these
elections showed the world something that
Iperhaps it did not know about the everyday
llraqi. Remember that Zarqawi and other agents
■of the insurgency threatened to unleash 400
Isuicide bombers at the polls and assassinate
|any candidate for office.
Given almost daily bombings and civilian
Icasualties, Iraqis were probably whole-heartledly convinced that this would be the case, but
Ithey came. Some had to walk miles through

He was a mighty mouse, indeed

I had a pet mouse for a week. Actually, he was
there as a rodent. But, being the animal lover that I
am, and having a girlfriend who shares those same
feelings, the mouses status moved from pesky rodent
to loving pet.
When I first noticed this mouse in my room,
he scared the hell out of me. I was reading, and he
ran from one side of the room to the other. At that
point, I felt dirty. I thought, "How white-trash am I,
having a mouse in my bedroom?" This thought was
interrupted, though, as he appeared again, sticking his
little nose out from under my bookcase, pondering
which wire he would chew through first.
After I got over my fear of this little creature (and
got down from the bedside table on which I climbed
to avoid him), I decided to hunt him down.
Try as I did, he wouldn't have it. He was fast as
hell, and I could hear him laugh as he zoomed by
my failed efforts to trap him in a shoebox. After a
while, I gave up. He had won for the time being, and
I decided to ignore him.
A few days passed and I thought that he had left,
but then started to hear him scurry again. In the
eyes of my girlfriend Kristin and I, though, he was

dangerous areas just to cast a ballot, but they
came. They came in numbers that rivaled or
surpassed the percentages of voters in U.S.
elections.
They watched as U.S. and Iraqi security
forces disabled suicide bombers at the very
polls they were about to enter, but they still
came. Mortar shells were fired at some of
the lines, but they stayed and accomplished
what they set out to do. Would Americans or
Europeans have the courage to risk their lives
to cast a vote?
Every ballot cast was a rejection of the
ideology of the insurgency, and each reinforced democratic ideals. It was perhaps the
best affirmation of the power of freedom in
16 years. For 24 hours, the world watched as
Iraqis danced in the streets, risking their lives,
to cry "Vote Allawi! Not Zarqawi!" And for
those 24 hours, there was an incredible battle
raging between freedom and fear, but the
soldiers were not wearing American flags on
their shoulders.
Those brave Iraqis, who risked their lives to
cast a vote and reject extreme fundamentalism, Jeffrey Fry
accomplished a victory that will indelibly mark jfry@email.georgiasouthern.edu
the Iraqi Conflict.
Alright, you got me. Get me a yellow ribThe victory was not for Republicans. It was
bon magnet and a W bumper sticker because
not for Democrats. It was not singularly for
I'm sick of siding with nay-saying liberals on
the United States or Iraq. On Jan. 31, against
Operation Iraqi Freedom, with their boring
all predictions and odds, the citizens of Iraq
little arguments about dead kids and "interwon a truly inspirational battle for the entire
national law" violations. International law? I
free world.
didn't vote for that!
Also, I recently took note that you cannot
Chris Lane
Chrisbc01@aol.com spell Un-American without UN.
These convincing persuasions, along with
countless others I assimilated into my mindset
after being mysteriously strapped to a chair,
eyes dilated and forced to view FOXNews
for 48 hours straight, have liberated my mind
from the treacherous and treasonous peace
movement. Free at last! Now I can focus my
efforts on helping our fearless leader's brave
crusade in the Middle East.
Democrats and other subversive radicals
like to solve problems by throwing money at
them. Ridiculous. I say we solve this problem
by throwing soldiers at it. But first, we get our
boys plenty pumped by having them rock out
to Godsmack in the helicopter before deployment.
Man oh man, I'd hate to be Johnny Islam
on the streets on Fallujah the day a true-blue
American freedom fighter steps on the scene to
show them what democracy is all about! He'll
be begging to be put on a naked pyramid.
But where can we get more fuel for the fire
- more soldiers to shoot, bomb and humiliate
those darn insurgents? Here's where my plan
comes into effect: We need trained and experi-

our new pet. She talked me into liking him more
and I accepted him as a new addition to my life; I
was content.
With the new mouse in mind as a pet (and now
that he had a name, Mighty, given by Kristin) I opted
to go and buy some humane mousetraps so that I could
catch him without the risk of harming him.
I was a little too late.
Before I could get these humane traps, he found
his way into the kitchen where there were some notso-humane traps set by roommates who were tired
of the Mighty being there and unaware of my plans
to keep the critter they perceived as a pest.
The death of Mighty was a shame, but it was my
own fault. Maybe I was too idealistic, maybe too
hopeful that this mouse would want to live amongst
the civilized. He had other plans.
Regardless, I'm happy to know that Mighty is
in mouse heaven, a place where the streets are really payed with cheese. He's probably hanging out
with Fival or someone like that, and that makes
me smile.
LukeHearn is news editor for The George-Anne and
can be reached atganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu.

enced team players, so why not get the players of
our teams? Football, baseball, basketball, soccer
and many other sports teams have been working
on essential elements of cooperative action for
years. And they even have catchy names, slogans
and mascots already established.
We need to utilize their special skills to
serve the needs of out country's interests - I
want to see the Georgia Southern Eagles score a
touchdown for freedom! Send them to Iraq and
let's show these jokers how real Americans get
'er done! Can you imagine the sleepless nights
Osama Bin Laden will have to endure knowing
that Michael Vick, Mark McGuire, and Shaq are
coming to eat his lunch? A Sports Draft is the
next logical step if you really want to step this
hotbed up a notch.
The NFL, MLB and NBA as well as college teams like our own and even high school
superstar squads are perfect for the task. Hell,
you can even let NASCAR hotshots man the
transportation side of things. Ain't a soldier
alive that's gonna get armaments to the front
line faster than Dale Jr.
I know what you're asking, "Why didn't
we think of this sooner?" Well, the answer
is because you were probably watching the
game. Which is precisely the problem!
Without the distraction of weekly sports
events clogging up time on national TV,
which we could be using to show patriotic
programming like Band of Brothers and the
O'Reilly Factor, we can focus 110 percent on
the threats facing the country. The sports draft
will give kids new reasons to idolize their role
models, and the funerals for these fallen heroes ■
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will generate huge revenues for American
entrepreneurs. Savvy consumers will finally
have more commemorative plates to adorn
their dining areas.
But, most importantly, the enemy will finally
realize we are taking this Operation seriously. I
mean c'mon, I'm supposed to be intimidated
by Jessica Lynch? Let's see Muhammad and
his pals try to take NFL powerhouse Brian
Urlacher hostage!
The only exemption from what should
be a mandatory draft will be Special Olympics
athletes, many of whom are missing limbs
and could easily trick gullible Army medics
(like those on the popular series M*A*S*H)
into getting a plush ride by wheeling into a
treatment center and acting like they had been
wounded.
Also, skip professional wrestlers, because
that stuff is all fake, and we don't have time to
B.S. around in a time of war. Overall, this plan
should lead to the unconditional sui render of all
anti-American forces within a few weeks. They,
will apologize and ask for copies of the Bible
and Constitution so they can read up on how
to do it right.
I ask for no thanks for originating this battle
plan,onlytobeinterviewedbymypersonalhero
Sean Hannity, who I hope won't mind that I got
a haircut to look exactly like his.
If, however, you do not agree with my plan
for freedom in Iraq, I'd like to take this opportunity to call your patriotism into question and
challenge you to a Pledge of Allegiance reciting
contest, the winner receiving a free tattoo of an
American flag on their forehead.
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Crossword
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52
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66
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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ACROSS
Spouse
Followed a
curved path
Netting
List-shortening
abbr.
New , India
Type of sax
Campus bldg.
A point ahead
Sacred bird of
ancient Egypt
"Do _ others
as..."
X-ray shielding
Not moving
Least common
Golfer Ernie
Virgil's hero
"Knots" writer
Publishers, __Hill
Creative flash
Colors
Writer Jong
Statutes
Feast the eyes
upon
Dubbers
Parched
Theatrical works
Public vehicle
Coiner of sayings
Natural talent
Murderous board
game?
As well as
Actress Turturro
Doctrine
Indistinct image
School official
Proficient
Bit of a frolic
Amounts
Wetland
Potato buds
DOWN
Stheno's sister
Without delay
Plaid fabric
"Get Shorty"
author Leonard
Teenagers
Auberjonois and
Descartes
Shoe grip
Barak of Israel

;
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17
20
23

24

26

e

36

H27

H
59
62
65
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45

56
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■ 52
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60
63
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9
10
11
12
13
22
24
25
27
28
29
30
32
33
35
36
37
38
43

Short swim
Yard hanging
Hamburg's river
Rile up
Multitude
Ailing
Variable motion
producer
Former British
P.M.
Kentucky Derby,
e.g.
McKinley's first
lady
Original
Neon or chlorine
Go-with-anything
color
Edge
Right out of the
oven
Vocalized grunt
Teacher of
Samuel
Belgrade
populace
Letters outside
the theater

40 Autos for Sale
IF YOUR in the market for
a new car, place an ad in
the G-A to sell your old
car fast.
NISSAN SENTRA 1994
for sale. Power steering,
brakes, rear defroster, CD
player, AC, heater and sunroof. 116000 miles. $1900.

STATEMENT OF
OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing
the facilities provided by
GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously
d in Bulloch County and
Statesboro, Ga.The ideas
expressed herein are those
of the editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the
views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and
staff of Georgia Southern
University, or the University
System of Georgia. The
George-Anne is published
three times weekly (Monday-Wednesday-Thursday)
during the academic year
and six times during
summers. Any questions
regarding content should
be directed to the editor at
by phone at 912/681-5246
or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may access the
newspaper and its archives
staff by visiting our web
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After all, scientists predict
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45 Big _, CA
47 Fit for farming
48 "The Harp
Weaver" poet
49 Make certain
50 Maternity birds
52 Author of

Call 912-871-7684 or email
jkerai@georgiasouthern.
edu.
2000 TOYOTA Echo!
48,000 Miles, Excellent
condition, Super Clean
interior, Non-smoker, No
car accidents, CD & AC.
$6,800 (Blue book $7,300).
Call 912-234-1428.
55 Books - Swap or
Sell
GENTLY USED Cell Biology, chemistry 1145 and
1146, and CISM lecture/lab
books for sale. Please call
912-489-9505 ASAP. Won't
last long!
60 Business
Opportunities
EARN AN EXTRA $1001000 per month! Scentsational new opportunity,
for info, visit www.loveofcandles.com or call 912687-2898.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY available for ambitious,
self-motivated individuals.
Call 678-860-1358 for more
info. S. Harper, Independent Associate.
$4,000.00 REWARD available. Details and requirement at www.DinTYBANK
ING.com.
70 Child Care
CHFD STUDENT hoping
to find babysitting clients!
CPR certified. Please call
Susan ©912-541-3670.
site at http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to
publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products and
services only. Students are
urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads —
particularly those which require a credit card number,
other personal information,
or money in advance of
the delivery of a product or
service. Students are also
urged to report to the newspaper any suspicious offers
which they might see in an
ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true,
it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and
faculty ads to be run in
the George-Anne must
have a NAME, P.O. BOX and
PHONE NUMBER. Ads will
be rejected if they do not
have this information. NO
EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F.I.Williams

1

"Ragged Dick"
Low-cut shoes
Crazes
Stead
Man before Eve
Musical ending
Beaver project

53
54
55
56
57
60

WORKSTUDY POSITION
available with America
Reads Challenge. If you
like working with children
this is for you. Call 912681-5458, ask for Mary
Woods.
75 Churches
DO YOU want to bring
students to your church
activities? Place an ad in
the G-A!
90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our
Web site for list of things
to do that are educational
and fun.
http V/www.stp.georg iasouthern.edu/funstuff/
100 Etcetera
ARE YOU tired of putting
harsh chemicals in your
hair? The Hairblesser can
come to your home to
press/straighten your hair.
Call 912-764-7907 or 912541-1387.
120 Furniture &

229-869-5489.
FOR SALE: 2 dorm frigs.,
couch, folding table, roll
cart, twin bed, desk, entertainment center, chair,
all prices negotiable! Call
912-678-1949 for info.
FOR SALE: Sharp Microwave, white, works
great, $15 call 912-5312303.
140 Help Wanted
PART TIME file clerk needed for medical office. Typing
and transcription skills a
plus. Mail resume to PO
Box 2591 Statesboro, GA
30459.
CALLIGRAPHERS WANTED! Will pay $75, Saturday,
April 16 9:30-1:30. Call
Kandice at the Foreign Language Dept. @ 912-6815281 before noon daily.
LIFEGUARDS WANTED:
Pay scale $8.00-$9.50hr.
Lifeguard and pool manager positions are now being
filled for Summer 2005.
Work locations in Suwanee, Lawrenceville, Duluth,
Alpharetta, Grayson, Dacula & dimming. Training
classes are available!! Call
AMS Pool Management at
678-859-4117! Sign up early to secure your summer
$Jobs$
180 Musical
PEAVEY GUITAR Amp.
for sale. Bandit 112 Model.
New condition, used very
little. $250 OBO. Call 912337-0302.

Appliances

190 Personal

WASHER FOR sale. Good
condition. $100 or best
offer. Call Jordan 229-8695489.
QUEEN SIZE water bed for
sell, great condition. $350
or best offer. Call Jordan

NEED YOUR hair braided?
Micros $60! Call Angela
912-536-0582 or hit me online at http://braidsbyangela.com for full price list.

Center.The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia
Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.
912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising)
or 912/486-7113 (Fax);
912/681-0069 (adviiser).
EMAIL DIRECTORY

cards, sample publications,
contact: LindseyTreadwell,
Marketing Director, ADS,
(912) 681-5418, ads@georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill
Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912) 681-0069,
bneville@georgiasouthern.
edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and
complete information in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible
for proofing the ad upon
publication and should
notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors
in advertisements and its
liability for adjustments is
limited to the amount of
space the error occupied
in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for
any damages caused due
to an ad's omission from a
particular edition and its
responsibility solely is to
reschedule the ad in the
next regular edition at the
regular advertising rates.

Editor in Chief
gaeditonageorgiasouthern.
edu
Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthern.
edu
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
INFORMATION

The George-Anne reserves
the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE:
The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended
publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate

CLASSIFIED ADS: Free clas-

200 Pets & Supplies
FREE TO good home, 1black cat with white paws,
2-I call "the twins" because
1 can't tell them apart. Contact: peggy_lee@georgia
southern.edu.
NEED GOOD Home!
One year old male German Shepherd mix puppy.
Brown, house broken, neutered. If interested call Kim
©912-996-2536.
220 Rentals & Real
Estate
RENTAL HOMES Available 2005-2006! Sherwood Forest or University
Place 3 and 4/bed homes.
Visit www.wildoakinvestments.com or call 912-6902698 or 912-484-4763 for
more info.
2 BED/2 BATH APTS for
rent. GSU area. Furnished,
unfurnished. Washer/dryer.
Call 912-842-9056 or 912678-1629.
ROOM FOR rent: $185/mo!
Available Feb. on Gentilly
Road. Call 912-541-5452.
HOUSES FOR rent now.
Available in August. No
Pets! 24 hour repairs. Hood
Rentals 912-764-6076.
SUBLEASE APT in University Pines $405/mo 3
bed/3bath starting Jan 1,
call 404-316-9407.
230 Roommates
MALE OR Female
roommate needed! $200/
mo, plus 1/5 of utilities.
Great location, huge house!
Call 786-301-1611.
M/F ROOMMATE needed
ASAP for sublease. Rent is
$245/mo, plus 1/2 utilities.
Apt. located in quite area,
10 min. walk to campus.
Pets allowed. Call 912-

sified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing,
with the name of the
sender, local address, and
phone number. No free
ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't
take dictation. One free
ad per person per week.
Commercial classified are
25 cents per word with a
$5 minimum per insertion.
Tearsheets are $2 extra per
insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions
are not available at this
time. However, readers
may visit our web site for
free access to current and
past issues. Visit www.stp.
georgiasouthern.edu. It is
the goal of the newspaper
to have its edition placed
on-line within 24 hours of
publication. Breaking news
will be placed on-line as
warranted. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free
of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus through delivery sites
located in campus buildings, at off-campus sites,

871 -7748 for more info. Ask
for Katie.

" V>ou PA

FOR RENT: room with responsible male student.
Call 912-481-1400.

BOMB, BOB!"
" THANHS, MARC?*.!

260 Stereo & Sounds
TWO 12" MTX sub-woofers, two 12" MA Audio subwoofers, and a 500 watt two
channel amp with lights and
gauges for sale. Call 229425-2534.
TWO 400-watt Pioneer Subwoofers and one 280-watt
kenwood 4-way amplifier
for sale. Can build sub-box
for car if needed for extra
fee. Call 912-541-0755
for info.
290 Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING
BREAK CRUISE FIVE
DAYS $299! Includes
Meals, MTVu Celebrity Parties! Panama City, Daytona
$159! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco $499! Award
Winning Company! SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800678-6386

,..yow DesTRoy eveRyTWrNGAROfND you, L.eAv»rt<3 THe SOtL
UFeueSS AND RAOioACTive. "

FUN&STUFF

Visit our Web site for list of
places to visit and things
to do that are both educational and fun. On-line at

http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu/funstuff/
310 Wanted
MODELS NEEDED for
drawing class Tues/Thurs
2:30-5PM. All weights, ages
sizes. Must be 21 and able
to sit still for long periods.
Call 912-681-5358.
and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for
a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 50
cents each and are available at the Williams Center.
However, unauthorized
removal of additional
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have
any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized
number of copies from distribution sites prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge
the theft of our slogan
-"Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them
All"-from Robert Williams
of the Blackshear Times.
Call Bob and he can tell
you who he stole it from
originally.

"Good judgment comes
from experience, and
experience comes from
bad judgment."
--Barry LePatner

Phone Number
Name
Local Address.
Email Address
1. Which team is the defending Super Bowl champion?
I 2. Where will Super Bowl XXXIX be held this year?
3. What is the Philadelphia Eagles all-time Super Bowl record?
| 4. What is the New England Patriots all-time Super Bowl record?
5. Which QB holds the record for most career Super Bowl touchdown passes? _

Rip us off

person per issue. Non-commercial use only.

Name:
Telephone:
Address:

Name, address and telephone number is required for ALL free ads.
Send your classified ad to:

The George-Anne
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

Sorry, no free ads accepted by telephone. At these prices we don't take dictation

Iggg c^7. Vf l,u# at
Kxpires 2-28-05, Nut valid wilhan.v other offer. Accepted only alStatabo

Sponsored by:

I

Submit entry forms Moe's Southwest - 608 Brannen Street, Statesboro. Winner will be drawn February 3,2005.

xiumm**m

Thats right, classified ads are free for students, facultyand staff. Here's the deal:20 words
or less, submitted with this handy form or via email to ads@georgiasouthern.edu. You
can also place ads in person at the G-A office, Room 2022, Williams Center. One ad per

Jk
Answer the 5 questions correctly and
one lucky winner will receive a Moe's Superbowl prize package.

N

WWW.MRBIUV.COM
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HAVING A meeting next
week? Place an ad in The
George-Anne to boost
your attendance!
FASHION SHOW: DREAMSICLE, The Essence of
Fashion Feb. 3, 2005,
Union Ballroom 7:30 pm!
Don't miss this one! Info:
912-871-7936.
THANK YOU for all who
came out to Baja to support
the Student Tsunami Project January 22, 2005.
PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS annual scholarship
competition is under way.
Please pick up an application at 1070 Carroll building: Application due by
February 15.
WORK STUDY position
available in Academic Success Center. If interested
and eligible, call Ms. Salvino, 912-681-5371, for
interview.
SUMMER INTERNSHIP
available! Apply to become
a McNair Scholar today!
Must have 60 hrs, 2.8 GPA.
Call 912-681-5458 for more
info, ask for Mary Woods.

k
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I

\liit\ Super Howl Challenge -Official Rules
< ieorgis Southern University Student Media in association with Moe's Southwest (irill
presents the Moe's Super Bowl Challenge.
( '(IVI'KST: In order to win. conlestaot must answer all questions correctly. One name will be randomly selected
from all correct entries.
HOW TO ENTER: Contestant must lill out provide contest form and must include (printed legibly) legal name,
local address, local phone number, and emal address if available.
1)1 KM II IN: The contest begins begins January 27, 201)5 and ends February 3,2005 at
5 p.m. All entrv forms become the property of Moe's Southwest.
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible to enter, contestants must be a (ieorgia Southern University student, faculty, or staff
member. University II) will be required to confirm eligibility and claim prizes.
PRIZES: A Moe's prize package Including a Moe's l-shirt and hat and two (21 $10 gift
certificates to Moe's Southwest (Irill located at 608 Brannen street, Statesboro. <;A 30458.
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Eagles roll past Savannah State
IORGE-

Wednesday, February 2, 2005

|BSU Athletic Media Relations

GSU Athletic Media Relations

Eagles scoreless for-a spurt of seven
CHATTANOOGA, Term.- Brooke minutes before two baskets by Lee and
Hand scored a game-high 21 points on Benemon trimmed the margin to 22 at
six three pointers leading Chattanooga the 7:43 mark. The Eagles would not
to an 82-46 win over Georgia South- score another field goal in the game:
ern Monday evening at McKenzie as Chattanooga easily rolled to the
Arena.
82-46 victory.
Three Eagles scored in double-figThe game opened with four quick
lead changes before Chattanooga ures in the loss, with Benemon leading
(18-3,13-1 SoCon) took the 8-5 lead ' the way with a career-tying 16 points
at 16:32 on a Nicole Mattison jumper. and eight rebounds. Brown added 11
GSU (10-10, 7-7 SoCon) answered points, all coming in the first half
back, tying the game at 11 on back- while Lee tallied 10. UTC s Hand led
to-back Dana Benemon baskets. The all scorers with 21 points, with PatMocs retook the lead on a 15-4 run, ton adding 12 and Roberson with 10.
sparked by back-to-back Brooke Hand Chattanooga shot 54.5 percent from
treys. UTC increased their lead to as the field (30-of-55) while holding the
much as 14 at 36-22 before the Eagles Eaglesto31.0percent(18-of-58).UTC
went on a 9-2 run to end the half, as out-rebounded the Eagles 42-30.
The Eagles return to Hannei
Tiffany Brown hit her third trey of
the game with less than a second on Fieldhouse on Feb. 5 as they host UNC
the clock, cutting the half time deficit Greensboro at 1:00 p.m. The Mocs
return to action on Feb. 5 when they
to 38-31.
Chattanooga opened up the second host Western Carolina.
half on an 8-2 spurt on back-to-back
Tiffany Patton buckets. GSU put
together a 5-2 run cutting the deficit
Next Game:
to 48-38 with 15:46 remaining in the
UNC Greensboro
game. After another quick basket by
When: Feb. 5,1 p.m.
Fallon Lee, the Mocs went on a 31-8
Where: Hanner Fieldhouse
run to close the game, holding the

SAVANNAH - Georgia Southern
bpened the game on a 13-0 run but
i stretch of 17 unanswered near the
I of the half put the game away as
JSU defeated Savannah State 92-64
<Iondaynight.TheEagles improved to
[3-8 overall while keeping the Tigers
inless for the season.
Louis Graham recorded his third
llouble-double this season, and second
against Savannah State, with 11 points
and personal-high 13 rebounds.
Terry Williams and Elton Nesbitt
bpened the contest with consecutive
Jhree-poihters.
Savannah State finally scored
:A6 into the game and actually cut
the deficit to 25-21 before the Eagles
parted to roll.
GSU scored 17 straight and ended
[he half on a 21-3 run, leading 46-24.
le Eagles capitalized on 21 first-half
fouls committed by SSU, making 19pf-23 free throws.

"i thought we played unself-

4
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Lady Eagles

ish; it's good to see five g uys score
in double-figures."
-JEFF PRICE

Their hot shooting carried over,
tiding an 11 -2 run to start the second
half. Despite the Eagles missing their
first two field goals, Williams hit
two straight - including his second
from beyond the arc - and Francois
fiade three consecutive baskets in
|the paint.
Willie Dunn's interior basket gave
jeorgia Southern its biggest lead, 7511. In fact, 10 different Eagles scored
during the final 20 minutes.
"We had an opportunity to work
m different things tonight. One area
ve wanted to focus on was reboundling, something we didn't do very
veil at (College of) Charleston but
Idid so tonight. I thought we played
lunselfish; it's good to see five guys
Iscore in double-figures. We also had
Ian opportunity to play a lot of young
Iguys as well," said head coach Jeff Price.
"I thought Louis (Graham) got off to
la good start. We felt like he has been"
I producing really well and deserved
Ian opportunity to start, I thought he
lhandleditwell."
The Eagles shot 45 percent from
I the field and converted 25-of-38 free
I throws. Led by Graham's personalIbest rebounding effort, GSU held
la 17-10 edge on the offensive glass
and 51-39 overall. Courtney Joseph
grabbed all six of his rebounds in the
I second half.
Nesbitt's 19pointspacedtheEagles

Women's basketball
falls at Chattanooga

Eagles draw Illinois-Chicago
in ESPN Bracket Buster pool
GSU Athletic Media Relations

Katie Anderson/STAFF
GSU freshman guard Jarek Swain scores against the Savannah State Tigers during the Eagles'victory on Jan.
19. The Eagles defeated the Tigers in both games this season.

and he dished out four assists. Francois
finished with 16 points while Donte
Gennie added 12.
Williams tallied 12 points, gamehigh seven assists and six rebounds.
His three steals give him 202 all-time,

making the senior guard the only Eagle
to record 1,000 points (1,128), 400
assists (411) and 200 steals.
Savannah State ended the night at
38% field goal shooting and 13-of-28
at the line, its exact free throw total as

the first meeting 12 days ago in Hanner
Fieldhouse (a 79-53 loss).
The Eagles return to Southern
Conference play this Saturday, hosting South Division rival Furman for
a 3:30 p.m. tip-off.

Following months of a nficipation,
Georgia Southern men's basketball
found out their opponent for the
2005 ESPN Bracket Buster Pool. The
Eagles will travel to Chicago, squaring off against Illinois-Chicago on
Saturday, Feb. 19.
This non-conference game is
granted to GSU for participating in
the ESPN Bracket Buster pool. In
all, 64 "Mid-Major" teams from 16
conferences are participating. Eleven
of the 32 games will be televised on
one of the ESPN networks as part of
the Bracket Buster.
UIC owns a 96 RPI ranking and
now has won six of nine games this
season in the UIC Pavilion. Its nonconference strength of schedule ranks
second among the 330 NCAA Division I teams.
The Flames qualified for the 2004
NCAA Tournament by winning the
Horizon League Tournament. UIC has
made the NCAAs three times in the
last eight years and improved to 10-9
overall following its 73-49 Horizon

victory at home against Butler. They
opened the season with a 60-59 home
loss to third-ranked Georgia Tech.
Cedrick Banks, a three-time AllHorizon League pick and this year's
preseason 'Player of the Year', leads
the scoring attack at 15.5 points in addition to 4.8 rebounds and 2.7 assists.
Armond Williams grabs a team-leading 6.3 rebounds while averaging just
under 11 points per game.
"Weexpectedtoplayaqualityteam
and we got one. They participated in
the NCAA Tournament last year and
returned four of their top players from
last year," said Eagle head coach Jefl
Price. "They have the second toughest non-conference schedule in the
nation, losing by one point to Georgia
Tech and led at Duke midway through
the first half. Our fans will have the opportunitytoseeaverysolidmid-majoi
program like Illinois-Chicago back in
Hanner Fieldhouse next season."
GSU (12-8 overall) travels to
Savannah State tonight (Jan. 31) at 7
before hosting Southern Conference
South Division rival Furman this
Saturday with tip-off at 3:30 pm.
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rol AnnciciI Spring Leadership Conference
Keynote Address: rvlr. Robert }&%>sort
Saturday, February 1^, IZOOS
Fieldincj D. Russell Union
Georgia Southern University

For more information, jplectse os>nfc««<ct
Th« Center for Student Leadership Development at
C^12.) ©71-1.4.35 or visit i~is on the %Asm§& at
htt p>: / / st CJ de rxt s. ^istor^ i asouthern -e CJILJ / leoicfersHip
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